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Warband is a set of fantasy wargame rules released by Pendraken for use with their extensive range 
of 10mm fantasy miniatures.  It includes a variety of ‘stock’ fantasy armies (elves, dwarves and so 
on) as well as a selection of armies unique to Pendraken.  These lists were designed to be flexible 
enough to allow players to concoct armies from many different fantasy settings.  The new list 
presented below offer alternate options for playing with armies dedicated to the wonderful world of 
Middle Earth created by JRR Tolkien in his series of novels known collectively as The Lord of the 
Rings.  The armies contained herein are designed to reflect the various factions and forces at play 
during the events of the War of the Ring as described in The Lord of the Rings between the years 
3018-3019 of the Third Age.  While the book only contains in part, descriptions of several battles 
during that conflict, we may assume (i.e. outright make up) that there were lots of other skirmishes, 
battles, and fights that occurred during the conflict, which is what your Warband tabletop battles 
will probably represent.  Should you wish to refight some of the actual battles described, these were 
Sauron's attack on Osgiliath, the Battles of the Fords of Isen, the Battle of Isengard, the Battle of the 
Hornburg, Faramir's defence of Osgiliath, the Battle of the Pelennor Fields, the Battle of the 
Morannon, the Battle Under Trees, the Fall of Dol Guldur, the Battle of Dale, and the Battle of 
Bywater.  Each army list has been constructed as best as can be ascertained from the source 
material, although certain liberties, flexibility, and nods to the requirements of enjoying a fun game 
have also crept into the design.  In particular, magic in Tolkien’s works is a powerful yet subtle 
thing with great wizards weaving spells that are barely perceptible to most people.  The lists below 
do away with these nuances and present each army with option of taking ‘battlefield magic users’.  
These will be slightly more obvious and abrupt in their spell casting! 
 
Tolkien’s works have seen many iterations and representations over the years, and certain 
conventions and assumptions about what, for example, an orc is have crept into the gaming 
consciousness.  As much as possible these lists have attempted to keep to the descriptions as set out 
in the books themselves.  Honours go to Luke Ueda-Sarson and his excellent work on the topic 
published here: http://lukeuedasarson.com/MiddleEarthintro.html.  His extensive research and 
assessments make for a great start for anyone wishing to explore the military aspects of the War of 
the Ring. 
 
The copyright for Lord of the Rings (and a variety of terms therein) is held by Middle Earth 
Enterprises.  Copyrighted material is used here without permission.  No infringement is intended. 
http://www.middleearth.com/ 
 
The War of the Ring 
The War of the Ring was the great conflict of Middle Earth at the end of the Third Age.  It is named 
for the Dark Lord Sauron’s One Ring and the importance in the cause and conduct of the war. The 
war was fought between Sauron, the Dark Lord of Mordor who attempted to conquer Middle Earth 
and the “free peoples”, a loose alliance of elves and men guided by the wizard Gandalf.  A second 
wizard Saruman, based in Orthanc, allied himself with Sauron and created the union of the Two 
Towers.  Sauron also had nine dark lieutenants, the Nazgul or Ring Wraiths to lead his armies and 
do his bidding.  Their main task was to find the One Ring and allow Sauron to once again restore 
himself to power and take physical form.  Sauron held the advantage in the War.  He had 
overwhelming forces of orcs, trolls, and other fell beasts, as well as allied nations of men from 
places like Harad and Khand.  His main objective was to keep the free peoples divided, and he 
began his military campaigns against Gondor, his neighbour and the strongest of his enemies.  
Mordor commanded such forces that he could also make war on Dale, Erebor, Lothlórien, and 
many other places besides.  Because of this, Gandalf and the leaders of the free peoples could only 
hope to stem the time of Sauron’s armies, but they had one advantage.  The One Ring was found 
and they formed a Fellowship to take the Ring to Orodruin (Mount Doom) in Mordor, and there 
cast it back into the fire that created.  By this act of destruction they would destroy Sauron and his 
darkness. 

http://lukeuedasarson.com/MiddleEarthintro.html
http://www.middleearth.com/
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ANGMAR 
 
Angmar was the realm founded by the Lord of the Nazgûl, who became known as the Witch-king of 
Angmar around the year 1300 in the Third Age.  The kingdom was located in the far north of the 
Misty Mountains, and the Witch-king spent many years battling and weakening the northern realm 
of Arnor.  The land was blighted with cold winter weather and it regularly snowed.  During the War 
of the Ring Angmar fought with Mordor and the Witch-king himself, a Nazgûl ring-wraith, even 
commanded Sauron’s armies.  The blighted land was home to orcs and wild men. 
 
Units CP/MP MT MV SH RA ML PR MO Pts Notes 

Commander unit (1) 
Witch king 1d6+2 2d6 2 - - 2d6 2d6 5 100 Fear 

Witch king 
(on flying beast) 

1d6+2 3d6 3 - - 2d6 2d6 4 122 Fear, Flyers 

General 

1d6+1 2d6 1 - - 2d6 2d6 5 75 - 

1d6 2d6 1 - - 2d6 2d6 5 65 - 

1d6-1 2d6 1 - - 2d6 2d6 5 60 - 

General 
(mounted) 

1d6+1 2d6 2 - - 2d6 2d6 5 80 - 

1d6 2d6 2 - - 2d6 2d6 5 70 - 

1d6-1 2d6 2 - - 2d6 2d6 5 65 - 

Magic user unit (0-1) 

Necromancer 
1d6 2d6 1 - - 1d6 1d6 4 64 Magic 

1d6-1 2d6 1 - - 1d6 1d6 4 60 Magic 

Core units (200pts+) 
Orc archers - 2d6 1 1d6 4 1d6 1d6 3 27 - 

Orc skirmishers - 2d6 2 1d6 2 1d6 1d6 3 29 Skirmish 

Orc warriors - 2d6 1 - - 2d6 2d6 3 21 - 

Optional units (0-200pts) 
Great orcs - 2d6 1 1d6 1 2d6 2d6 4 32 - 

Orc dregs - 1d6 1 - - 1d6 1d6 5 20 - 

Orc heavy 
archers - 2d6 1 1d6 3 2d6 2d6 4 44 Formed 

Wild men riders 
- 2d6 2 - - 2d6 2d6 4 32 - 

- 3d6 2 1d6 1 1d6 1d6 3 34 Skirmish 

Wild men 
warriors 

- 2d6 1 - - 2d6 1d6 4 24 - 

- 2d6 1 1d6 1 2d6 1d6 4 28 - 

Wild men 
(equipped) - 2d6 1 - - 2d6 2d6 4 28 - 

Trolls - 2d6 2 1d6 1 3d6 3d6 5 80 Fear, Powerful 

Wolf packs - 1d6 4 - - 2d6 1d6 3 39 
Fierce, 
Impetuous, 
Skirmish 

Wolf riders - 2d6 2 - - 1d6 1d6 3 28 Fierce, Skirmish 

Units CP/MP MT MV SH RA ML PR MO Pts Notes 
 
Options  

• The witch king unit may have formed for free. 
• A general unit may have formed for free, and shieldwall for +5pts. 
• A general (mounted) unit may have formed for free. 
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• Any great orcs unit may have formed for free; and either fierce for +5pts, or shieldwall for 
+5pts. 

• Any orc archers unit may have formed for free and defensive for -5pts. 
• Any orc dregs unit may have defensive for -5pts, formed for free, resolute for +5pts, and 

regenerate for +10pts (representing levied masses). 
• Any orc heavy archers unit may have shieldwall for +5pts. 
• Any orc warriors unit may have formed for free. 
• Any wild men warriors unit may have fierce for +5pts; and either forest walkers for +5pts 

or hill walkers for +5pts. 
• Any wild men riders unit may have fierce for +5pts. 
• Any wild men (equipped) unit may have fierce for +5pts and resolute for +5pts. 
• One great orcs unit may have hero for +10pts. 

 
Magic spells 
A necromancer unit may use the following spells during a battle. 

• NECROTIC BLAST (1MP, Shooting phase).  The necromancer unit gains a shooting 
attack (SH 1d6, RA 2) for this shooting phase.  This shooting attack can be modified by 
spending further magic points as follows: +1MP give Shooting +1d6, +1MP gives Range 
+1, +1MP gives the powerful special ability. 

• BALEFUL AURA (2MP, Melee phase).  The necromancer unit gains Melee +1d6 and 
powerful this turn. 

• CONFUSING TERROR (3MP, Movement phase).  Choose an enemy unit within 2BW of 
the necromancer unit.  That unit may only make a restricted move during its movement 
phase this turn. 

• GLOOM CLOUDS COVER (4MP, Movement phase).  Choose a friendly unit within 2BW 
of the necromancer.  That unit gains Motivation +1d6, Move +1 and the swift special 
ability this turn.   

• RABBLE ROUSING (6MP, Initiative phase).  Choose up to three friendly units within 
2BW of the necromancer unit.  Each unit chosen gains the hero special ability this turn but 
suffers one automatic hit. 

• THE GREAT EYE SEES ALL (6MP, Protection and Morale phase).  The necromancer 
unit and all friendly units gain regenerate this turn.  

 
Unit descriptions 
Witch king is a personal lieutenant and slave of the dark lord Sauron, but this slave is exalted 
enough to have forged his own kingdom.  He is an evil spirit made flesh and commands his 
personal armies with ruthless efficiency.  He may ride a foul flying monstrosity into battle as a 
witch king (on flying beast).  Generals are orcs and orc-men who lead the witch king’s armies 
when he is not available.  They fight on foot or ride to battle on dread horses or willing wargs as a 
general (mounted).  Necromancers are the grim magic users in thrall to the dark lord.  They 
work foul magic in the service of the lieutenant witch king.  Orc archers are degenerate orc troops 
armed with creaking twisted bows and black arrows.  Orc skirmishers are orc archers who 
deploy as scouts and skirmishers with light bows.  Orc warriors are twisted and bent, armed with 
crooked swords and patchwork armour.  Great orcs are those larger, more powerful and 
competent orcs able to march properly and fight well.  They are better armed and often form a 
small and elite core in the witch king’s army.  Orc dregs are the wretched massed of pressed orcs, 
goblins, and orc-men.  Poorly armed, barely trained and often unwilling levies, their main value 
comes from their huge numbers.  Orc heavy archers are those better sorts of orc, armed with 
decent bows and effective armour.  They deploy with front ranks of spear-armed warriors and rear 
ranks of massed archery.  Wild men riders are drawn to service for the witch king on the promise 
of plunder.  They are provided horses and fight as skirmishers or armoured cavalry.  Wild men 
warriors are drawn to service for the witch king and are warlike and fierce.  They lack armour or 
proper weapons, but make up for it in brutal zeal.  Most fight with spear, or spear and javelin, and 
many prefer to fight from terrain such as woodland or hills.  Orc artisans may grudgingly make 
armour for these wild folk, and those who are lucky enough to get the protection ad fielded as wild 
men (equipped).  Trolls are huge, powerful, and dreadful monsters that the witch king draws 
from the deep caves of the world.  They are bitter, spiteful creatures and savage fighters.  Wolf 
packs gather to the will of the witch king and fight with his armies in savage, fast moving packs.  
Some are leashed in and ridden to battle by smaller orcs as wolf riders. 
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DUNLENDINGS 
 
Dunlendings are the wild folk of Dunland.  They are a fierce culture of Men consumed with a hatred 
and desire for vengeance on the people of Rohan.  This enmity grew out of an ancient injustice 
perpetrated on them by the men of Gondor, when land that they considered theirs was given to the 
men of Rohan.  During the War of the Ring, the Dunlendings saw their chance and aside from 
fighting the Rohan in their own right, allied with the Wizard Saruman and his dark forces at 
Orthanc.  The Dunlendings roved across the lands of Rohan, burning and pillaging, and this 
became more intense after they aided Saruman in breaking the Rohan defences at the Fords of 
Isengard.  The Dunlendings are tough and hardy hill-folk, and though rude and rough, were good 
fighters.  They are not well equipped however, lacking good armour and relying on spears and 
simple bows for their wargear.  The Dunlending chiefs could come from shape-changing stock. 
 
Units CP/MP MT MV SH RA ML PR MO Pts Notes 

Commander unit (1) 

Chieftain 
1d6 2d6 1 - - 2d6 2d6 5 65 - 

1d6-1 2d6 1 - - 2d6 2d6 5 60 - 

Chieftain 
(mounted) 

1d6 2d6 2 - - 2d6 1d6 5 65 - 

1d6-1 2d6 2 - - 2d6 1d6 5 60 - 

1d6 2d6 2 - - 2d6 1d6 5 70 Skirmish 

1d6-1 2d6 2 - - 2d6 1d6 5 65 Skirmish 

Chieftain 
(werebear) 1d6-1 2d6 2 - - 3d6 2d6 5 95 Fear, Fierce, 

Powerful 

Magic user unit (0-1) 

Shaman 

1d6+1 2d6 1 - - 1d6 1d6 4 73 Magic 

1d6 2d6 1 - - 1d6 1d6 4 64 Magic 

1d6-1 2d6 1 - - 1d6 1d6 4 60 Magic 

Core units (200pts+) 
Long spear 
warriors - 1d6 1 - - 3d6 1d6 4 29 Formed 

Warriors 
- 2d6 1 - - 2d6 1d6 4 24 - 

- 2d6 1 1d6 1 2d6 1d6 4 28 - 

Scouts 
- 2d6 2 1d6 2 1d6 1d6 3 29 Skirmish 

- 2d6 2 1d6 1 1d6 1d6 3 26 Skirmish 

Scouts on 
horses - 3d6 2 1d6 1 1d6 1d6 3 34 Skirmish 

Optional units (0-200pts) 
Archers - 2d6 1 1d6 3 1d6 1d6 4 34 - 

Chief’s 
mounted men - 2d6 2 - - 2d6 2d6 4 32 - 

Chief’s picked 
men - 2d6 1 - - 2d6 2d6 4 28 - 

Units CP/MP MT MV SH RA ML PR MO Pts Notes 
 
Options  

• The chieftain or chieftain (mounted) unit may have fierce for +5pts; and either forest 
walkers for +5pts or hill walkers for +5pts. 

• Any long spear warriors unit may have defensive for -5pts and resolute for +5pts. 
• Any warriors unit may have fierce for +5pts; and either forest walkers for +5pts or hill 

walkers for +5pts. 
• Any archers unit may have either forest walkers for +5pts or hill walkers for +5pts. 
• Any chief’s mounted men unit may have fierce for +5pts. 
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• Any chief’s picked men unit may have fierce for +5pts and resolute for +5pts. 
• One warriors, armoured warriors, chiefs mounted men, or chief’s picked men unit may 

have hero for +10pts. 
 
Magic spells 
A shaman unit may use the following spells during a battle. 

• ANCESTRAL SPITE (1MP, Shooting phase).  The shaman unit gains a shooting attack 
(SH 1d6, RA 2) for this shooting phase.  This shooting attack can be modified by spending 
further magic points as follows: +1MP give Shooting +1d6, +1MP gives Range +1, +1MP 
gives the powerful special ability. 

• WILD WAYS (2MP, Initiative phase).  Choose a friendly unit within 2BW of the shaman 
unit.  The unit chosen gains the skirmish and swift special abilities this turn. 

• WAKE THE HUORNS (3MP, Protection and Morale phase).  Choose a single piece of 
woodland or wooded hill terrain.  All friendly and enemy units within it suffer one 
automatic hit, which counts as having the powerful special ability. 

• HOLD THE HILLS (4MP, Initiative phase).  All friendly units gain the hill walkers 
special ability this turn. 

• SPIRIT OF VENGEANCE (6MP, Melee phase).  Choose one friendly unit that is 
currently locked in melee.  Each enemy unit locked in melee with the chosen unit suffers 
Melee -1d6, and the chosen unit gains Melee +1d6 this turn. 

• SPIRIT OF THE GREAT BEAR (7MP, Initiative phase).  Choose any number of friendly 
units.  Each unit chose gains the fear, fierce, and powerful special abilities this turn, and 
takes one automatic hit. 

 
Unit descriptions 
Chieftains are the fiercely independent rules of the wild men clans.  Many fight on foot, often 
from the advantage of their home tribal terrain.  Those with the means will take to battle on horses, 
wither as medium cavalry or skirmishers.  A few tribes are led by the fearsome skin-changing 
werebear folk.  Most wild men chieftains are poor battlefield commanders.  Shamans command 
the wild magic of the wild tribes.  They are religious and community leaders bringing spiritual as 
well as magical aid to their fellows.  Long spear warriors are those equipped with pikes and 
expected to fight in defence of river fords and other defiles.  Warriors are the warlike and fierce 
core of most wild men armies.  They lack armour or proper weapons, but make up for it in brutal 
zeal.  Most fight with spear, or spear and javelin, and many prefer to fight from terrain such as 
woodland or hills.  Scouts are skirmishers who fight ahead of or on the flank of the main core of 
warriors.  Some chieftains field all of their troops in skirmish order.  Scouts are armed wither with a 
store of javelins or more rarely, short bows.  Scouts may also be deployed as scouts on horses, 
where such animals are available.  Archers are armed with short bows.  They deploy in open order 
and can deliver effective volleys.  They can fight in open ground but some tribes prefer to fight from 
the safety of a forest or hill.  Chief’s picked men are those lucky fighters who’ve managed to 
plunder armour and decent weapons from their dead enemies, or are the chief’s favoured or family 
warriors given such plundered items.  These fighters gain prestige, and are formed into armoured 
units.  Where they also have horses they are fielded as the Chief’s mounted men. 
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EASTERLINGS OF RHÛN 
 
Rhûn, also known as The East and Eastlands in the Westron tongue, is a large region in the far 
eastern part of Middle earth.  It is the home of the various Easterling tribes and kingdoms and its 
folk are a mix of tall and sallow-skinned or short and swarthy men. By the time of the War of the 
Ring, the paler men predominated.  The Easterlings allied themselves to Sauron during the War of 
the Ring, and took the opportunity to raid and pillage the lands of the West.  Gondor, Mirkwood, 
and Erebor in particular suffered badly from their attacks.  The Easterlings fought with spears, 
bows, axes and chariots.  They also seemed to favour cavalry, and the Wainriders and Variags of 
Khand appear to have formed powerful mounted forces. 
 
Units CP/MP MT MV SH RA ML PR MO Pts Notes 

Commander unit (1) 

General 

1d6+1 2d6 1 - - 2d6 2d6 5 75 - 

1d6 2d6 1 - - 2d6 2d6 5 65 - 

1d6-1 2d6 1 - - 2d6 2d6 5 60 - 

General (mounted) 

1d6+1 2d6 2 - - 2d6 2d6 5 80 - 

1d6 2d6 2 - - 2d6 2d6 5 75 - 

1d6-1 2d6 2 - - 2d6 2d6 5 65 - 

General (in chariot) 
1d6 2d6 2 - - 2d6 3d6 5 85 Formed 

1d6-1 2d6 2 - - 2d6 3d6 5 75 Formed 

Magic user unit (0-1) 

Sorcerer 
1d6+1 2d6 1 - - 1d6 1d6 4 73 Magic 

1d6 2d6 1 - - 1d6 1d6 4 64 Magic 

Core units (200pts+) 
Archers - 2d6 1 2d6 4 1d6 1d6 4 40 - 

Infantry - 2d6 1 - - 2d6 2d6 4 28 - 

Skirmishing archers - 2d6 2 1d6 3 1d6 1d6 3 32 Skirmish 

Optional units (0-200pts) 
Gentry - 2d6 1 - - 2d6 2d6 4 28 Formed 

Horse archers - 3d6 2 2d6 3 1d6 1d6 3 43 Skirmish 

Levies - 2d6 1 - - 1d6 1d6 3 15 - 

Noble cavalry - 2d6 2 - - 2d6 2d6 4 32 - 

Noble charioteers - 2d6 2 - - 2d6 3d6 4 41 Formed 

Skirmishing cavalry - 3d6 2 1d6 1 1d6 1d6 3 34 Skirmish 

War-hardened infantry - 2d6 1 - - 2d6 2d6 5 35 Formed 

Units CP/MP MT MV SH RA ML PR MO Pts Notes 
 
Options  

• A general or general (mounted) unit may have formed for free. 
• A general (in chariot) unit may have fierce for +5pts and powerful for +5pt. 
• Any archers unit may have formed for free, and shieldwall for +5pts (pavises). 
• Any infantry unit may have shieldwall for +5pts. 
• Any gentry unit may have resolute for +5pts, and shieldwall for +5pts. 
• Any horse archers unit may have parting shot for +5pts, and swift for +5pts. 
• Any war-hardened infantry unit may have resolute for +5pts, and shieldwall for +5pts. 
• Any noble cavalry unit may have either formed for free, or swift for +5pts. 
• Any noble charioteers unit may have fierce for +5pts and powerful for +5pt. 
• Any skirmishing cavalry unit may have parting shot for +5pts, and swift for +5pts. 
• One war-hardened infantry unit may have hero for +10pts. 
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Magic spells 
A sorcerer unit may use the following spells during a battle. 

• SORCEROUS SPITE (1MP, Shooting phase).  The sorcerer unit gains a shooting attack 
(SH 1d6, RA 2) for this shooting phase.  This shooting attack can be modified by spending 
further magic points as follows: +1MP give Shooting +1d6, +1MP gives Range +1, +1MP 
gives the powerful special ability. 

• SHIELD OF BRONZE GLORY (2MP, Initiative phase).  Choose a friendly unit within 
2BW of the sorcerer unit.  The unit chosen gains the resolute and shieldwall special 
abilities this turn. 

• SURE FOOTING (3MP, Movement phase).  Choose a friendly unit within 3BW of the 
sorcerer unit.  That unit gains Move +1 and the impetuous and skirmish special abilities 
this turn. 

• DRAIN LIFE ESSENCE (4MP, Movement phase).  Choose up to two friendly units 
within 2BW of the sorcerer unit and not locked in melee.  Those units can make an 
immediate motivated restricted move.  This is in addition to any normal motivated move 
(basic, restricted, or charge) this turn. 

• INSCRUTABLE ASPECT (6MP, Initiative phase).  All friendly units not currently locked 
in melee gain the fear special ability this turn. 

• LIGHTNING STORM (7MP, Shooting phase).  The sorcerer unit and all friendly and 
enemy units take an immediate Shooting 1d6 shooting attack from the front.  Or the 
sorcerer unit takes 3 automatic hits and all enemy units take an immediate Shooting 1d6 
shooting attack from the front.  

 
Unit descriptions 
Generals are the tribal leaders, chieftains, and war-nobles of the eastern clans.  Their quality can 
vary greatly.  Generals may fight on foot, or more typically on horseback or from a chariot.  
Sorcerers are the callous magic users of the eastern clans.  They master wild and brooding magic.  
Archers are common throughout most eastern armies.  The fight with light bows and axes in 
dense units, or more loosely, as skirmishing archers.  Infantry are the core of most eastern 
armies.  They are of mixed quality and fight in ordered companies, either with swords and axes or 
with spears.  They fight in close order and the best and most experienced are the War-hardened 
infantry.  Gentry are the higher status and noble warriors who fight on foot.  They fight in the 
same manner as their lower status infantry.  Horse archers are eastern warriors how fight in 
skirmish formation on fast horses.  They use short bows and though armed for melee they prefer to 
avoid it.  Levies are massed conscripts.  They are poor fighters, typically armed with simple spears 
and shields.  Their only advantage is their numbers.  Noble cavalry are the main mounted units of 
the eastern tribes.  They are skilled riders, with good fast horses.  Many clans prefer to use heavier 
fighting chariots and deploy them as noble charioteers.  Skirmishing cavalry are light cavalry 
with little armour.  They fight with curved swords, spears and javelins. 
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GOBLIN TRIBES 
 
When Melkor was taken in chains to Valinor, the goblins (also called orcs, yrch, rakhâs, or gorgûn) 
were forced to flee from Angband.  Their kingdoms spread throughout many mountains of Middle 
Earth, notably the cities of Goblin-town near the High Pass above Rivendell, Mount Gundabad, and 
the former Dwarf-kingdom of Moria.  By the time of the War of the Ring, goblins also did service to 
Saruman at Isengard and Sauron of Mordor. Most of these tribes are free from the dominion or 
control of the great and evil powers, and the goblins live in fractious strongholds, ever at war with 
themselves, each other, and all their neighbouring realms.  The only other creatures they regularly 
ally with them are the intelligent and vicious wargs, or brutal trolls.  Goblins live underground, for 
they fear the sunlight, and most are mountain-dwellers.  They are small in stature, and made 
shorter by their natural crouching stance.  Despite this, many are fast-moving and sure-footed over 
rough ground.  They have crude but effective industries and make grimly functional battle gear, 
including decent armour, crooked swords and wicked spears.  Their tribes are ruled by the 
strongest and largest among them, and their chiefs can reach tremendous size. 
 
Units CP/MP MT MV SH RA ML PR MO Pts Notes 

Commander unit (1) 

Chief 
1d6 2d6 1 - - 2d6 2d6 5 65 - 

1d6-1 2d6 1 - - 2d6 2d6 5 60 - 

Magic user unit (0-1) 

Shaman 
1d6 2d6 1 - - 1d6 1d6 4 64 Magic 

1d6-1 2d6 1 - - 1d6 1d6 4 60 Magic 

Core units (200pts+) 
Archers - 2d6 1 1d6 4 1d6 1d6 3 27 - 

Skirmishers - 2d6 2 1d6 2 1d6 1d6 3 29 Skirmish 

Warriors - 2d6 1 - - 2d6 2d6 3 21 - 

Wolf riders - 2d6 2 - - 1d6 1d6 3 28 Fierce, Skirmish 

Optional units (0-200pts) 
Great goblins - 2d6 1 1d6 1 2d6 2d6 4 32 - 

The chief’s  
bodyguards 

- 2d6 1 - - 2d6 2d6 5 35 - 

Tribal dregs - 1d6 1 - - 1d6 1d6 5 20 - 

Trolls - 2d6 2 1d6 1 3d6 3d6 5 80 Fear, Powerful 

Wargs - 1d6 4 - - 2d6 1d6 3 39 
Fierce, Impetuous, 
Skirmish 

Units CP/MP MT MV SH RA ML PR MO Pts Notes 
 
Options  

• A goblin chief unit may have swift for +5pts, and one of the following, hill walkers for 
+5pts, or skirmish for +5pts; or formed for free and shieldwall for +5pts. 

• Any goblin archers unit may have swift for +5pts, and hill walkers for +5pts. 
• Any goblin skirmishers unit may have parting shot for +5pts, and swift for +5pts. 
• A goblin warriors unit may have swift for +5pts, and one of the following, hill walkers for 

+5pts; or formed for free and shieldwall for +5pts. 
• Any goblin dregs unit may have regenerate for +10pts (representing endless 

reinforcements) and swift for +5pts. 
• Any goblin heavy archers unit may have shieldwall for +5pts. 
• A great goblins unit may have one of the following, hill walkers for +5pts; or formed for 

free and shieldwall for +5pts. 
• A chief’s bodyguard unit may have one of the following, hill walkers for +5pts; or formed 

for free, powerful for +5pts, and shieldwall for +5pts. 
• Any trolls unit may have forest walkers for +5pts, or hill walkers for +5pts. 
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• One goblin warriors, great goblins, or the chief’s bodyguards unit may have hero for 
+10pts. 

 
Magic spells 
A shaman unit may use the following spells during a battle. 

• MORGOTH’S SPARKS (1MP, Shooting phase).  The shaman unit gains a shooting attack 
(SH 1d6, RA 2) for this shooting phase.  This shooting attack can be modified by spending 
further magic points as follows: +1MP give Shooting +1d6, +1MP gives Range +1, +1MP 
gives the powerful special ability. 

• MOUNTAIN SWARM (2MP, Initiative phase).  Any friendly unit currently on hill or 
wooded hill terrain gains the swift special ability this turn. 

• GUNDABAD BLADES (3MP, Melee phase).  Choose a friendly unit within 3BW of the 
shaman unit.  That unit gains Melee +1d6, Protection +1d6, and the powerful special 
ability this turn. 

• MORGOTH’S EARTH-MADE (4MP, Protection and Morale phase).  Choose up to three 
friendly units within 2BW of the shaman.  Those units unit gain the regenerate special 
ability this turn. 

• GLOOM CLOUDS COVER (4MP, Movement phase).  Choose a friendly unit within 2BW 
of the shaman.  That unit gains Motivation +1d6, Move +1, and the swift special ability 
this turn.   

• EXPLOSIVE DEVICES (6MP, Shooting phase).  The shaman unit gains a shooting 
attack (Shooting 4d6, Range 6, powerful) for this shooting phase.  If any unit suffers at 
least two hits from this attack, then every other unit within 1BW of that unit takes 1 
automatic hit.  Or, instead of this shooting attack choose any Rocky outcrop / crags, 
Settlement, or Settlement, hilltop terrain in play.  Replace it with an equal sized area of 
rough ground.  Any unit within that terrain takes 3 automatic hits. 

 
Unit descriptions 
Chiefs are the leaders and rulers of the goblin tribes, and command their followers in battle.  Many 
are huge in size.  They grab the best wargear.  Shamans are the tribal magic users and wise folk.  
They wield brutal and primitive magic.  Archers are degenerate light troops that use rickety but 
effective bows and black arrows.  Skirmishers are archers who deploy as scouts and skirmishers.  
They fight with shorter bows.  Warriors are plentiful, ragged, but surprisingly successful troops 
armed with crooked swords and battered armour.  Wolf riders take to battle on savage and fast 
moving wolf mounts.  They fight with spears and crooked swords, although often the wolves’ teeth 
are enough.  Great goblins are those larger, more powerful and competent goblins who grab the 
best armour and weapons and who fight with thrown weapons also.  The chief’s bodyguards are 
those great goblins that have proven their prowess and loyalty.  They are given the best war gear 
and fight as elite troops, usually in defence of the chief himself.  Tribal dregs are the wretched 
tribal masses, pressed into service under the whips of their betters.  In combat, only their numbers 
have any value, for they are poor fighters.  Trolls are huge, powerful, and dreadful monsters that 
dwell in the deep caves of the world.  They are bitter, spiteful creatures and savage fighters.  Wargs 
fight in howling and baying packs.  They are intelligent, and speak their own language as well as 
that of the goblins.  In battle they are fast-moving and uncontrollable, relying on a devastating 
charge to break their foe, but slinking away quickly if they meet resistance. 
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GONDOR 
 
Minas Tirith (the White City) sits at the heart of Gondor, the greatest kingdom of Men.   The White 
City is a great mountain castle that overlooks a wide plain that is surrounded by lands that support 
rich farming territory, deep woods and rolling hills.  There are many other great citadels that guard 
the various provinces of this land, and vigorous armies patrol its troubled borders.  The people of 
Gondor were once ruled by a line of great kings, but at the time of the War of the Ring that line was 
long ago broken.  Now a lesser house of stewards govern, and during the War the mad Steward 
Denethor and his sons Boromir and Faramir ruled.  The Men of the White City fight endless wars 
against the dark forces of the world and yearn for their kings to be restored to the throne.  Their 
armies are feudal and powerful with good mixed infantry supported by fearsome knights.  Most are 
well armoured with good drill and training.  They are surrounded by enemies so they need to be! 
 
Units CP/MP MT MV SH RA ML PR MO Pts Notes 

Commander unit (1) 
Boromir 1d6+2 2d6 2 - - 2d6 3d6 5 100 Formed 

Faramir 1d6 2d6 2 - - 2d6 3d6 5 80 Formed 

General 

1d6+2 2d6 2 - - 2d6 3d6 5 100 Formed 

1d6+1 2d6 2 - - 2d6 3d6 5 90 Formed 

1d6 2d6 2 - - 2d6 3d6 5 80 Formed 

1d6-1 2d6 2 - - 2d6 3d6 5 75 Formed 

Boromir (foot) 1d6+2 2d6 1 - - 2d6 3d6 5 95 Formed 

Faramir (foot) 1d6 2d6 2 2d6 4 2d6 1d6 5 90 Skirmish 

General (foot) 

1d6+2 2d6 1 - - 2d6 3d6 5 95 Formed 

1d6+1 2d6 1 - - 2d6 3d6 5 85 Formed 

1d6 2d6 1 - - 2d6 3d6 5 75 Formed 

1d6-1 2d6 1 - - 2d6 3d6 5 70 Formed 

Magic user unit (0-1) 
Gandalf 1d6+2 2d6 2 - - 1d6 1d6 4 86 Magic 

Wizard 
1d6 2d6 2 - - 1d6 1d6 4 68 Magic 

1d6-1 2d6 2 - - 1d6 1d6 4 64 Magic 

Core units (200pts+) 
Foot knights - 2d6 1 - - 2d6 3d6 4 37 Formed 

Knights - 2d6 2 - - 2d6 3d6 4 41 Formed 

Spearmen - 2d6 1 - - 2d6 3d6 4 37 Formed 

Swordsmen - 2d6 1 - - 2d6 2d6 4 28 - 

Optional units (0-200pts) 
Archers - 2d6 1 2d6 4 1d6 2d6 3 38 Powerful 

Axemen - 2d6 1 - - 2d6 1d6 4 34 
Forest walkers, 
Powerful 

Cavalry - 2d6 2 - - 2d6 2d6 4 32 Formed 

City guards - 2d6 1 - - 2d6 3d6 5 50 
Formed,  
Resolute 

Rangers - 2d6 2 2d6 4 2d6 1d6 4 49 Skirmish 

Skirmishers - 2d6 2 1d6 3 1d6 1d6 3 32 Skirmish 

Stone throwers - 1d6 1 4d6 5 1d6 1d6 3 46 
Defensive, 
Powerful, 
Slow shot 

Units CP/MP MT MV SH RA ML PR MO Pts Notes 
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Options  

• Boromir may have fear for +10pts, fierce for +5pts, and powerful for +5pts. 
• Boromir (on foot) may have powerful for +5pts, resolute for +5pts, and shieldwall for 

+5pts. 
• Faramir (on foot) may have powerful for +5pts, forest walkers for +5pts, and hill walkers 

for +5pts. 
• A general unit may have fierce for +5pts. 
• A general (on foot) unit may have resolute for +5pts and shieldwall for +5pts. 
• Any foot knights unit may have resolute for +5pts and shieldwall for +5pts. 
• Any knights unit may have fierce for +5pts. 
• Any spearmen unit may have resolute for +5pts and shieldwall for +5pts. 
• Any swordsmen unit may have fierce for +5pts. 
• Any rangers unit may have powerful for +5pts, forest walkers for +5pts, and hill walkers 

for +5pts. 
• Any skirmishers unit may have powerful for +5pts. 
• One knights unit may have both fear and powerful for +15pts (city elites). 
• One foot knights, knights, or rangers unit may have hero for +10pts. 

 
Magic spells 
Note: Gandalf has his own list of spells.  If you have included Gandalf, use his list instead of this 
one. 
A wizard unit may use the following spells during a battle. 

• STONELAND STORM (1MP, Shooting phase).  The wizard unit gains a shooting attack 
(SH 1d6, RA 2) for this shooting phase.  This shooting attack can be modified by spending 
further magic points as follows: +1MP give Shooting +1d6, +1MP gives Range +1, +1MP 
gives the powerful special ability. 

• WILL OF THE WALL (2MP, Initiative phase).  Choose a friendly unit within 2BW of the 
wizard unit.  The unit chosen gains the resolute and shieldwall special abilities this turn. 

• KINSTRIFE LEGACY (3MP, Melee phase).  Choose up to three friendly units within 
2BW of the wizard unit.  Those units gain Melee +1d6, and the powerful and resolute 
special abilities.  If more than one friendly unit is chose, each unit chosen suffers 1 
automatic hit. 

• BLESSINGS OF THE DÚNEDAIN (4MP, Initiative phase).  Choose a friendly unit 
within 2BW of the wizard.  That unit gains Protection +1d6 and fear this turn. 

• NUMENOREAN BLOOD (6MP, Protection and Morale phase).  The wizard unit, the 
commander unit, and up to two other friendly units within 2BW of the wizard unit gains 
regenerate this turn. 

• THE BEACONS OF GONDOR (7MP, Initiative phase).  The friendly commander unit 
may spend Command Points on any friendly unit, not just those within 4BW. 

 
Unit descriptions 
Generals are the war leaders and martial commanders of the armies of Gondor.  They are variable 
in quality.  Some take to battle as Generals (on foot).  Boromir and Faramir are the Steward 
Denethor’s sons and often lead his armies into battle.  Faramir fought with the rangers when on 
foot.  Gandalf is the great Wizard that opposed the forces of the Dark Lord Sauron.  He is a 
powerful force on the battlefield and a great magic user.  Wizards are petty spell who act as 
advisers, healers to the feudal lords of Gondor.  Foot knights are the skilled warriors of the White 
City.  They fight in heavy armour with large shields and spears.  Knights are often the mainstay of 
the armies of the White City.  They are heavily armoured lancers who ride barded warhorses.  
Spearmen are the main foot soldiers of the steward's armies.  They are heavily armoured, with 
large shields and spears.  Swordsmen are those foot troops who favour the steel longsword over 
the spear.  They fight more flexibly, either defensively or as fierce and aggressive troops.  Archers 
are well armed and armoured and fight with heavy longbows.  Axemen are lightly armed rustic 
troops who fight with heavy axes.  Drawn from the surrounding forests, they can be skilled 
woodland fighters.  Cavalry are lighter armed, irregular mounted troops that the lack the skill and 
prestige of the knights.  Many are lesser knights themselves and take to the field in their personal 
heraldry.  Rangers are the elite border guards.  They are skilled skirmishers and terrain fighters 
armed mainly with powerful longbows.  In battle they may fight as scouts or form up with spears.  
Skirmishers are light archers that act as scouts.  Normally armed with lighter short bows they 
may take to battle with the powerful longbow.  Stone throwers are used to defend the great cities.  
While powerful, they lack the ability to shoot at longer range. 
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HARADRIM 
 
The men from Harad and Far Harad are a fierce race of dark-skinned people from the hot deserts 
and forests of the sun-baked southlands of Middle Earth. They are ruled by many and lords, given 
to war and easily corrupted by greed and a lust for power.  For centuries they made war with the 
men of Gondor, and by the time of the War of the Ring, they had been corrupted and allied to 
Sauron of Mordor.  Most south men live in nomadic tribes, ever moving across their lands in search 
of good hunting and water.  They work brass and bronze to exquisite detail and favour brass-clad 
blades and brass armour.  The lesser among them wield bamboo spears, but all are skilled archers 
with their powerful bamboo bows.  Most tribes keep great stores of robust desert horses and the 
largest groups roam widely in elaborate towers constructed atop the backs of their fearsome giant 
beasts known as Mûmakil. 
 
Units CP/MP MT MV SH RA ML PR MO Pts Notes 

Commander unit (1) 
Chieftain  
(on Mûmakil) 

1d6+2 2d6 2 1d6 1 4d6 3d6 5 145 Fear, Fierce, 
Powerful 

Chieftain 

1d6+2 2d6 2 - - 2d6 2d6 5 90 - 

1d6+1 2d6 2 - - 2d6 2d6 5 80 - 

1d6 2d6 2 - - 2d6 2d6 5 75 - 

1d6-1 2d6 2 - - 2d6 2d6 5 65 - 

Magic user unit (0-1) 

Sorcerer 

1d6+2 2d6 1 - - 1d6 1d6 4 82 Magic 

1d6+1 2d6 1 - - 1d6 1d6 4 73 Magic 

1d6 2d6 1 - - 1d6 1d6 4 64 Magic 

1d6-1 2d6 1 - - 1d6 1d6 4 60 Magic 

Core units (200pts+) 

Archers 
- 2d6 1 2d6 4 1d6 1d6 3 30 - 

- 2d6 2 1d6 3 1d6 1d6 3 29 Skirmish 

Cavalry - 2d6 2 - - 2d6 1d6 4 28 - 

Light cavalry - 2d6 2 1d6 1 2d6 1d6 3 29 Skirmish 

Optional units (0-200pts) 

Mûmakil - 2d6 2 1d6 1 4d6 3d6 5 95 Fear, Fierce, 
Powerful 

Half trolls - 2d6 2 - - 2d6 2d6 5 45 Fierce, Impetuous 

Spearmen 
- 2d6 1 - - 2d6 2d6 4 28 - 

- 2d6 1 - - 2d6 1d6 4 24 - 

Units CP/MP MT MV SH RA ML PR MO Pts Notes 
 
Options  

• Any archers unit may have powerful for +5pts. 
• Any cavalry unit may have swift for +5pts. 
• Any light cavalry unit may have parting shot for +5pts, and swift for +5pts. 
• Any spearmen unit may have formed for free, and shieldwall for +5pts. 
• Any skirmishers unit may have parting shot for +5pts. 
• One archers, cavalry, spearmen or Mûmakil unit may have hero for +10pts. 

 
Magic spells 
A sorcerer unit may use the following spells during a battle. 

• FIRE BALL (1MP, Shooting phase).  The sorcerer unit gains a shooting attack (SH 1d6, 
RA 2) for this shooting phase.  This shooting attack can be modified by spending further 
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magic points as follows: +1MP give Shooting +1d6, +1MP gives Range +1, +1MP gives the 
powerful special ability. 

• BLOOD OF THE SUN LANDS (2MP, Initiative phase).  Choose a friendly unit within 
2BW of the sorcerer unit.  The unit chosen gains the fear special ability this turn. 

• NOMAD’S CALL (3MP, Movement phase).  Choose a friendly unit within 3BW of the 
sorcerer unit.  That unit gains Move +2d6 and the swift special ability this turn. 

• WAY OF THE HUNTER (4MP, Shooting phase).  Choose up to three friendly units with 
a shooting ability within 2BW of the sorcerer.  Those units gain Shooting +1d6 and 
Range +1 this turn. 

• DESSICATION (6MP, Protection and Morale phase).  All friendly and enemy units within 
4BW of the sorcerer take 1 automatic hit; or the sorcerer takes 2 automatic hits and all 
enemy units within 4BW of the sorcerer take 1 automatic hit. 

• THE GREAT EYE SEES ALL (6MP, Protection and Morale phase).  The necromancer 
unit and all friendly units gain regenerate this turn.  

 
Unit descriptions 
Generals are the tribal leaders, chieftains, and war-nobles of the Haradrim tribes.  Their quality 
can vary greatly.  Generals may fight on horseback, and the best among them may ride to battle 
atop a giant Mûmakil.  Sorcerers are the tribal magic users among the south men, weaving dark 
magic and sorcery.  Since being corrupted, they can call upon the Eye of Sauron with their magic.  
Archers are the main infantry of the Haradrim tribes.  They fight in open order with powerful 
bamboo bows.  They can also deploy as skirmishers.  Cavalry are horse mounted south man 
warriors armed with brass scimitars and similar hand weapons.  They favour mobility and flank 
attacks.  Light cavalry are often the mainstay of south man armies.  They ride fast and robust 
desert horses and fight with short, heavy bamboo bows.  Mûmakil are vast aggressive creatures 
ridden in peace and war by the south men.  Most are adorned with magnificent red and brass 
trappings and carry a substantial howdah or war tower.  They are devastating, particularly when 
they charge.  Half trolls are cannibalistic south men with black skins and long red tongues.  They 
fight aggressively, more in search of meat that battle glory.  Spearmen form the tribal levies, 
typically from the poorer tribes, and are those warriors unable to afford a bow.  They fight with 
bamboo spears and whatever brass armour they can muster. 
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ISENGARD 
 
Isengard was built by the Númenóreans in the Second Age around the tower of Orthanc.  Its 
location was at the north-western corner of Rohan, and it guarded the Fords across the River Isen, 
which began at Methedras or the southernmost peak of the Misty Mountains.  Isengard was a 
green, well forested and pleasant land and the tower of Orthanc stood in the exact centre.  It was a 
land long fought over by the Kingdoms of Gondor and Rohan, although the Dunlending folk 
occupied it for the most part.  By 2710, the Rohirrim of Rohan had taken ownership and forced the 
Stewards of Gondor to act.  They offered Orthanc to the Wizard Saruman, who settled there first as 
Warden of Gondor and then as the Lord of Isengard in his own right.  During the War of the Ring 
Saruman allied himself with the Dark Lord Sauron, and waged a bitter war against the Rohirrim.  
To feed his army he defiled the land of Isengard, cutting down its trees and digging great pits to 
breed orcs, Uruk-hai, and to run his great weapon forges.  Isengard was eventually defeated and 
Saruman subdued by an army of Ents and Huorns led by Treebeard of Fangorn.  .  The army of 
Isengard army is formed from his rural and wild vassal men (mostly Dunlendings and conquered 
men of Rohan.  However, its ranks are swelled by his alliance with orcs and other foul creatures.  
The wizard does not take to battle himself but instead leaves that to his denizens and the shamans 
of the orcs under his charge. 
 
Units CP/MP MT MV SH RA ML PR MO Pts Notes 

Commander unit (1) 

General 

1d6+1 2d6 1 - - 2d6 3d6 5 85 - 

1d6 2d6 1 - - 2d6 3d6 5 75 - 

1d6-1 2d6 1 - - 2d6 3d6 5 65 - 

Mounted 
general 

1d6+1 2d6 2 - - 2d6 3d6 5 90 Formed 

1d6 2d6 2 - - 2d6 3d6 5 80 Formed 

1d6-1 2d6 2 - - 2d6 3d6 5 70 Formed 

Magic user unit (0-1) 
Saruman 1d6+2 2d6 1 - - 1d6 1d6 4 82 Magic 

Shaman 

1d6+1 2d6 1 - - 1d6 1d6 4 73 Magic 

1d6 2d6 1 - - 1d6 1d6 4 64 Magic 

1d6-1 2d6 1 - - 1d6 1d6 4 60 Magic 

Core units (200pts+) 
Orc warriors - 2d6 1 - - 2d6 2d6 4 28 - 

Uruk-hai - 2d6 1 1d6 2 2d6 2d6 4 41 Swift 

Wild men - 2d6 1 - - 2d6 1d6 4 29 Hill walkers 

Optional units (0-200pts) 
Heavy archers - 2d6 1 1d6 4 2d6 2d6 4 49 Formed, Shieldwall 

Great orcs - 2d6 2 1d6 4 2d6 2d6 5 75 Fierce, Resolute, 
Swift 

Half orcs - 2d6 1 - - 2d6 2d6 4 34 Powerful 

Orc archers - 2d6 1 1d6 4 1d6 1d6 4 36 - 

Orc dregs - 2d6 1 - - 1d6 1d6 3 15 - 

Orc scouts - 2d6 1 1d6 2 1d6 1d6 3 26 Skirmish 

Orc wolf riders - 2d6 3 - - 2d6 1d6 3 39 Skirmish, Swift 

Pikemen - 1d6 1 - - 3d6 2d6 4 48 Formed, Resolute 

Vassal men - 2d6 1 - - 2d6 1d6 4 24 - 

Wild riders - 2d6 2 - - 2d6 1d6 4 28 Formed 

Units CP/MP MT MV SH RA ML PR MO Pts Notes 
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Options  
• A general unit may have formed for free and shieldwall for +5pts. 
• Any Uruk-hai units may have fierce for +5pts, powerful for +5pts, and shieldwall for +5pts. 
• Any orc warriors unit may have either formed for free or fierce for +5pts. 
• Any wild men unit may have impetuous for free and fierce for +5pts. 
• Any heavy archers unit may have defensive for -5pts and resolute for +5pts. 
• Any half orcs unit may have either fierce for +5pts, or shieldwall for +5pts. 
• Any orc dregs unit may have defensive for -5pts. 
• Any orc scouts unit may have parting shot for +5pts. 
• Any vassal men unit may have defensive for -5pts and shieldwall for +5pts. 
• One Uruk-hai unit may have fear for +10pts and hero for +10pts. 

 
Magic spells 
A Saruman or shaman unit may use the following spells during a battle. 

• CRACKLING SPRITES (1MP, Shooting phase).  The Saruman or shaman unit gains a 
shooting attack (SH 1d6, RA 2) for this shooting phase.  This shooting attack can be 
modified by spending further magic points as follows: +1MP give Shooting +1d6, +1MP 
gives Range +1, +1MP gives the powerful special ability. 

• HOLD THE ISEN’S BANKS (2MP, Initiative phase).  Choose a friendly unit within 2BW 
of the Saruman or shaman unit.  The unit chosen gains the resolute and shieldwall special 
abilities this turn. 

• SPIRIT OF THE FIGHTING URUK (3MP, Movement phase).  Choose a friendly unit 
within 3BW of the Saruman or shaman unit.  That unit gains Move +1 and the impetuous 
and skirmish special abilities this turn. 

• BEFUDDLE (4MP, Initiative phase).  Choose up to three enemy units within 2BW of the 
Saruman or shaman unit.  Each of those units immediately makes an out of sequence fall 
back move.  During their movement this turn, those units cannot make a motivated: 
charge move. 

• BURST THE WALLS (6MP, Shooting phase).  The Saruman or shaman unit gains a 
shooting attack (Shooting 4d6, Range 6, powerful) for this shooting phase.  If any unit 
suffers at least two hits from this attack, then every other unit within 1BW of that unit takes 
1 automatic hit.  Or, instead of this shooting attack choose any Rocky outcrop / crags, 
Settlement, or Settlement, hilltop terrain in play.  Replace it with an equal sized area of 
rough ground.  Any unit within that terrain takes 3 automatic hits. 

• CALL STORMS (8MP, Initiative phase).  Choose an enemy unit.  That unit and all 
friendly and enemy units within 4BW of it suffer Motivation -1d6, Shooting -1d6, Melee 
-1d6, and take 2 automatic hits this turn.  If the unit chosen is the enemy commander unit, 
it also suffers -2CV this turn.  If the unit chosen is the enemy magic user unit, it also suffers 
-2MP this turn. 

 
Unit descriptions 
Generals are typically men or half orcs in the service of the great wizard.  They can be quite skilled 
tacticians.  Some ride into battle as a Mounted general.  Saruman rarely took to battle himself 
but you may choose to include him.  Shamans are petty orc spell casters who accompany the 
armies of the River Tower to lend their mystical support.  Uruk-hai are large orcs bred for war.  
Saruman made great use of them for their speed, strength and brutality.  They were well armed 
with bows and swords and fought in good armour with large shields.  Like their weaker orc cousins, 
they hated sunlight but could tolerate it better.  Orc warriors form the majority of the great 
wizard’s armies.  They are well armed and armoured with great shields and crooked swords.  Wild 
men are fierce tribesmen from the uplands around Methedras.  The orcs refuse to supply them 
with armour so they fight in their native style with spear and simple shields.  Heavy archers are 
formed of front ranks of well armoured orc warriors and rear ranks of archers.  Great orcs are 
huge, strong, fierce, well armed and able to move swiftly.  They carry bows and can fight as archers, 
but prefer to use their heavy crooked swords.  Half orcs are mail-clad and armed with large axes.  
Orc archers are armed with vicious bows and crooked swords.  They lack armour and prefer to 
fight in support of more heavily armed warriors.  Orc dregs are the mass of unwilling tribal levies 
whipped into battle.  Orc scouts are archers deployed in loose order who act as mobile 
skirmishing missile troops. Orc wolf riders take to battle atop fierce wolves with a taste for horse 
flesh.  Pikemen are drawn from the River Tower vassal lands and are made up of drilled militia 
armed with long spears.  They main role is to defend the river fords.  In battle that are solid 
defensive troops.  Vassal men are those peasant vassals levied to battle from the great wizard’s 
own lands.  They are little more than hastily armed farmers.  Wild riders are those wild men 
wealthy enough to ride to battle on rough horses.  They are poorly armed. 
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KHAZÂD 
 
The Khazâd, Hadhodrim, or Naugrim are otherwise known as dwarves among the other races of 
Middle Earth.  Secured deep in their mountain holds the dwarves took little part in the War of the 
Ring.  Only one battle is recorded, the Battle of Dale, where Sauron sent his Easterling allies against 
Erebor (The Lonely Mountain).  King Dain was killed at the battle.  The dwarves are short, stout 
and hairy fellows.  They are master miners and live underground in vast cities carved out of the 
living rock.  Many such holds are hewn under whole mountain ranges.  Dwarves are avaricious 
creatures in constant search of gold and precious gems.  Many of their tribes have been scattered by 
orcs, dragons or worse beasts dug up by their deepest delving mines.  Their armies are small for 
they are few in number, but they are superbly armed with fine weapons and solid armour and 
shields. 
 
Units CP/MP MT MV SH RA ML PR MO Pts Notes 

Commander unit (1) 

Commander 

1d6+2 2d6 1 1d6 1 2d6 3d6 6 117 - 

1d6+1 2d6 1 1d6 1 2d6 3d6 6 106 - 

1d6 2d6 1 1d6 1 2d6 3d6 6 95 - 

Magic user unit (0-1) 
Wizard 1d6-1 2d6 1 - - 2d6 2d6 4 68 Magic 

Core units (200pts+) 
Warriors - 2d6 1 1d6 1 2d6 3d6 4 41 - 

Optional units (0-200pts) 
Archers - 2d6 1 1d6 3 1d6 2d6 4 36 - 

Elite warriors - 1d6 1 1d6 1 4d6 4d6 5 65 - 

Heavy warriors - 1d6 1 1d6 1 3d6 4d6 4 55 - 

Scouts on ponies - 2d6 2 - - 1d6 2d6 3 26 Skirmish 

Units CP/MP MT MV SH RA ML PR MO Pts Notes 
 
Options  

• A commander unit may have either formed for free or hill walkers for +5pts; and fierce for 
+5pts, powerful for +5pts, resolute for +5pts, and shieldwall for +5pts. 

• Any warriors unit may have either formed for free or hill walkers for +5pts; and fierce for 
+5pts, powerful for +5pts, resolute for +5pts, and shieldwall for +5pts. 

• Any archers unit may have either formed for free or hill walkers for +5pts. 
• Any elite warriors unit may have either formed for free or hill walkers for +5pts; and fear 

for +10pts, fierce for +5pts, powerful for +5pts, resolute for +5pts, and shieldwall for 
+5pts. 

• Any heavy warriors unit may have either formed for free or hill walkers for +5pts; and 
fierce for +5pts, powerful for +5pts, resolute for +5pts, and shieldwall for +5pts. 

• One warriors, elite warriors, or heavy warriors unit may have hero for +10pts. 
 
Magic spells 
A wizard unit may use the following spells during a battle. 

• STONE STORM (1MP, Shooting phase).  The wizard unit gains a shooting attack (SH 1d6, 
RA 2) for this shooting phase.  This shooting attack can be modified by spending further 
magic points as follows: +1MP give Shooting +1d6, +1MP gives Range +1, +1MP gives the 
powerful special ability. 

• MOUNTAIN WANDERING (2MP, Movement phase).  Choose a friendly unit with hill 
walkers within 2BW of the wizard unit.  The unit chosen gains Motivation +1d6, or 
Motivation +2d6 if it is within any hill or wooded hill terrain. 

• CHILDREN OF THE IRON HILLS (3MP, Movement phase).  Choose the wizard unit or 
any friendly unit.  That unit does not suffer Motivation -1d6 if there are no friendly units 
within 2BW, or Protection -1d6 if there are no friendly units within 2BW of the unit this 
turn. 
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• TUNNELS UNDER THE MOUNTAIN (4MP, Movement phase).  Choose one friendly 
unit within 2BW of the wizard unit that is within any hill or wooded hill terrain, and is not 
locked in melee.  That unit makes an immediate motivated: basic move with an unlimited 
distance to any other position within any hill or wooded hill terrain. 

• AVALANCHE (4MP, Melee phase).  All enemy units within any hill or wooded hill terrain 
suffer two automatic hits. 

• AULË’S BASTION (5MP, Protection and Morale phase).  All friendly units gain 
Protection +1d6 and the regenerate special ability this turn.  Also the commander unit 
may spend Command Points on the rally inspiration on any friendly unit (not just those 
within 4BW this turn0. 

 
Unit descriptions 
Generals are skilled war leaders who fight in the front ranks with the warriors.  They are clad in 
thick armour, fight mainly with axes and are solid fighters in their own right.  They also make good 
quality war leaders.  Wizards are weak among the dwarves.  Those that do take up the art have 
little skill.  Warriors are the mainstay of dwarven armies.  They are solid fighters, clad in some of 
the heaviest armour available.  Most are armed with axes, and throwing weapons.  Archers are 
unusual among the dwarves, and are generally of poor quality.  Elite warriors are almost 
unrivalled by any other foe.  They are master fighters clad in the best armour available including 
mithril mail.  Heavy warriors are those dedicated to defending the vital mountain passes.  They 
are heavily armoured and tough fighters.  Scouts on ponies act as skirmishers and vanguards for 
the dwarven hosts. 
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LAIQUENDI ELVES 
 
Laiquendi are the ancient elves of green and grey blood.  By the time of the War of the Ring they are 
lesser folk of a glorious past who hide in their forests and are steadily leaving Middle Earth.  The 
Laiquendi inhabit two great forest realms, that of Lothlórien and Mirkwood.  At the time of the 
War, Lothlórien is ruled by Queen Galadriel, and her consort Celeborn.  Mirkwood is ruled by King 
Thranduil.  The armies of the Laiquendi elves are scattered across the forest and deep woods of the 
land are few in number and therefore suffer in open battle.  Despite their decline, they continue to 
excel at forest warfare.  Most are skilled archers, favouring either the short or long bow depending 
on their tradition.  Some elves dwell underground within their forests, exploiting defensive caves, 
but most build magnificent tree-houses. 
 
Units CP/MP MT MV SH RA ML PR MO Pts Notes 

Commander unit (1) 

General 

1d6+2 2d6 1 - - 2d6 2d6 5 90 Forest walkers 

1d6+1 2d6 1 - - 2d6 2d6 5 80 Forest walkers 

1d6 2d6 1 - - 2d6 2d6 5 70 Forest walkers 

General  
(mounted) 

1d6+2 2d6 2 - - 2d6 2d6 5 95 Forest walkers 

1d6+1 2d6 2 - - 2d6 2d6 5 85 Forest walkers 

1d6 2d6 2 - - 2d6 2d6 5 75 Forest walkers 

Magic user unit (0-1) 

Mage 
1d6+2 2d6 1 - - 2d6 2d6 5 90 

Forest walkers, 
Magic  

1d6+1 2d6 1 - - 2d6 2d6 5 80 
Forest walkers,  
Magic  

Core units (200pts+) 
Archers - 2d6 1 2d6 4 1d6 1d6 4 45 Forest walkers 

Scouts - 2d6 2 1d6 2 1d6 1d6 3 34 
Forest walkers,  
Skirmish 

Warriors - 2d6 1 - - 2d6 2d6 4 33 Forest walkers 

Optional units (0-200pts) 

Eagles - 4d6 4 - - 3d6 1d6 3 96 
Fear, Flyers 
Powerful 

Heavy archers - 2d6 1 2d6 4 1d6 2d6 4 49 Forest walkers 

Horse archers - 3d6 2 1d6 2 1d6 1d6 3 37 Forest walkers 

Lake men - 2d6 1 - - 2d6 2d6 4 28 - 

Were bears - 2d6 2 - - 4d6 3d6 5 90 
Fear, Powerful, 
Skirmish 

Woodsmen - 2d6 1 - - 2d6 1d6 3 23 Forest walkers 

Units CP/MP MT MV SH RA ML PR MO Pts Notes 
 
Options  

• A general (mounted) unit may have swift for +5pts. 
• Any archers unit may have powerful for +5pts. 
• Any heavy archers unit may have powerful for +5pts, and shieldwall for +5pts. 
• Any horse archers unit may have parting shot for +5pts and swift for +5pts. 
• Any lake men unit may have resolute for +5pts and shieldwall for +5pts; or water walkers 

for +5pts. 
• Any woodsmen unit may have powerful for +5pts. 
• One archers, warriors, heavy archers, or were bears unit may have hero for +10pts. 
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Magic spells 
A mage unit may use the following spells during a battle. 

• SPIDER BITES (1MP, Shooting phase).  The mage unit gains a shooting attack (SH 1d6, 
RA 2) for this shooting phase.  This shooting attack can be modified by spending further 
magic points as follows: +1MP give Shooting +1d6, +1MP gives Range +1, +1MP gives the 
powerful special ability. 

• MYSTIC PLASHING (2MP, Initiative phase).  Choose a friendly unit within 2BW of the 
mage unit and within woodland or wooded hill terrain.  The unit chosen gains the resolute 
and shieldwall special abilities this turn. 

• WOODLAND WAYS (3MP, Movement phase).  The mage unit and any friendly unit 
within 2BW of the mage and within woodland or wooded hill terrain may make an 
immediate motivated: restricted move provided that it is not locked in melee with any 
enemy unit. 

• ARROW’S BLESSING (4MP, Shooting phase).  Choose up to three friendly Archers, 
Scouts, Heavy archers, or Horse archers units within 3BW of the mage unit.  Those units 
gain Shooting +1d6 and the powerful special ability this turn. 

• ROUSE THE HUORNS (7MP, Melee phase).  All enemy units within, or within 1BW of, 
any woodland or wooded hill terrain suffer one automatic hit.  All friendly units within 
woodland or wooded hill terrain gain Protection +1d6 this turn. 

• LOVE ME AND DESPAIR (8MP, Initiative phase).  All friendly units within 3BW of the 
mage unit gain fear and regenerate this turn. 

 
Unit descriptions 
Generals are the elven leaders and monarchs.  They take to battle armed with sword or spear.  
Many ride to battle as mounted generals on magnificent horses or elk.  Mages are the magic 
users of the woodland realms.  They are powerful and impressive spell casters.  Archers are the 
mainstay of most elven armies.  They are armed with short or long bows and fight without armour.  
Some deploy as heavy archers and wear mail and shields.  Others fight as light archer scouts, 
deploying in skirmish order.  Warriors are armed with axes or spears and fight in mail armour, 
often with shields.  Eagles are giant majestic creatures of great intellect.  They are allies of the 
forest elves and may fight for them in battle.  Horse archers are used by some armies.  They ride 
to battle on horses or large deer and fight skirmish-style with lethal short bows.  Lake men are the 
human allies of the elves.  They dwell on or near the elven kingdoms and fight as allied units of 
spearmen.  Were bears are ancient and powerful skin-changers whose race is dying out.  The few 
that are left ally themselves with the forest elves.  Woodsmen are those humans who have settled 
in the fringes and margins of the elven forests.  They fight for their elven allies, typically armed with 
axes. 
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MORDOR 
 
Mordor is the land of the Dark Lord Sauron, the Great Enemy that has returned to Middle Earth to 
bring on the War of the Ring.  At the heart of Mordor is the black tower of Barad-dûr.  Sauron’s 
tower sits amid a volcanic wasteland, surrounded on three sides by impassable mountain ranges.  A 
great volcano, Mount Doom, festers and spits out smoke, making the land a sulphurous, fume-
clogged place fit only for the dark-loving orcs.  Sauron is a great and ancient evil who at the time of 
the War of the Ring is unable to leave his tower or take physical form until he recovers the One 
Ring.  Despite this he sees all with his great fiery eye, and his network of allies, spies, and corrupted 
servants.  He rules over a vast army of twisted orcs and other foul creatures, and means to bring 
about the end of the Time of Men.  The armies of Mordor are commanded by powerful orc war 
leaders, or the one of the Ring Wraiths who is the holders of the nine rings of power given to men, 
and corrupted by the Dark Lord. 
 
Units CP/MP MT MV SH RA ML PR MO Pts Notes 

Commander unit (1) 
Ring Wraith 1d6+1 2d6 2 - - 2d6 2d6 5 100 Fear, Undead 

Ring Wraith  
(on flying beast) 

1d6+1 3d6 3 - - 2d6 2d6 4 113 
Fear, Flyers, 
Undead 

General 
1d6 2d6 2 - - 2d6 2d6 5 70 - 

1d6-1 2d6 2 - - 2d6 2d6 5 65 - 

General (on foot) 
1d6 2d6 1 - - 2d6 2d6 5 65 - 

1d6-1 2d6 1 - - 2d6 2d6 5 60 - 

Magic user unit (0-1) 

Necromancer 
1d6 2d6 1 - - 1d6 1d6 4 64 Magic 

1d6-1 2d6 1 - - 1d6 1d6 4 60 Magic 

Core units (200pts+) 
Orc archers - 2d6 1 1d6 3 1d6 1d6 3 24 - 

Orc warriors - 2d6 1 - - 2d6 2d6 3 21 - 

Optional units (0-200pts) 

Catapults - 1d6 1 4d6 6 1d6 1d6 3 49 
Defensive,  
Powerful, 
Slow shot 

Great orcs - 2d6 1 1d6 1 2d6 2d6 4 32 - 

Olog-hai - 2d6 2 - - 3d6 4d6 5 85 Fear, Powerful 

Orc dregs - 1d6 1 - - 1d6 1d6 5 20 - 

Orc heavy archers - 2d6 1 1d6 3 2d6 2d6 4 44 Formed 

Subject men - 2d6 1 - - 2d6 2d6 4 28 - 

Trolls - 2d6 2 1d6 1 3d6 3d6 5 80 Fear, Powerful 

Uruk-hai - 2d6 1 1d6 1 2d6 2d6 4 37 Swift 

Wolf packs - 1d6 4 - - 2d6 1d6 3 39 
Fierce,  
Impetuous, 
Skirmish 

Wolf riders - 2d6 2 - - 1d6 1d6 3 28 
Fierce,  
Skirmish 

Units CP/MP MT MV SH RA ML PR MO Pts Notes 
 
Options  

• A general unit may have formed for free. 
• A general (on foot) unit may have shieldwall for +5pts. 
• Any orc archers unit may have defensive for -5pts and skirmish for +5pts. 
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• Any orc warriors unit may have formed for free, and if so also shieldwall for +5pts. 
• Any great orcs unit may have formed for free; and either fierce for +5pts, or shieldwall for 

+5pts. 
• Any Olog-hai unit may have fierce for +5pts. 
• Any orc dregs unit may have defensive for -5pts and regenerate for +10pts (representing 

levied masses). 
• Any orc heavy archers unit may have shieldwall for +5pts. 
• Any subject men unit may have fierce for +5pts. 
• Any Uruk-hai units may have fierce for +5pts, powerful for +5pts, and shieldwall for +5pts. 
• One great orcs unit may have hero for +10pts. 

 
Magic spells 
A necromancer unit may use the following spells during a battle. 

• NECROTIC BLAST (1MP, Shooting phase).  The necromancer unit gains a shooting 
attack (SH 1d6, RA 2) for this shooting phase.  This shooting attack can be modified by 
spending further magic points as follows: +1MP give Shooting +1d6, +1MP gives Range 
+1, +1MP gives the powerful special ability. 

• BALEFUL AURA (2MP, Melee phase).  The necromancer unit gains Melee +1d6 and 
powerful this turn. 

• CONFUSING TERROR (3MP, Movement phase).  Choose an enemy unit within 2BW of 
the necromancer unit.  That unit may only make a motivated: restricted move during its 
movement phase this turn. 

• GLOOM CLOUDS COVER (4MP, Movement phase).  Choose a friendly unit within 2BW 
of the necromancer.  That unit gains Motivation +1d6, Move +1, and the swift special 
ability this turn.   

• RABBLE ROUSING (6MP, Initiative phase).  Choose up to three friendly units within 
2BW of the necromancer unit.  Each unit chosen gains the hero special ability this turn but 
suffers one automatic hit. 

• THE GREAT EYE SEES ALL (6MP, Protection and Morale phase).  The necromancer 
unit and all friendly units gain regenerate this turn.  

 
Unit descriptions 
Ring Wraiths are the personal lieutenants and slaves of the dark lord.  Once great kings of men, 
they were ring bearers corrupted by the dark lord.  Now somewhere between life and death they 
take physical form to roam Middle Earth in search of the One Ring for their master.  They can also 
take command of his armies.  They may fight on foot or on dark mounts, or ride foul flying 
monstrosities into battle as a Wring Wraith (on flying beast).  Generals are orcs and orc-men 
who lead the dark lord's armies when the Ring Wraiths are not available.  They ride to battle on 
dread horses or dire wolves, or take to the field as a general (on foot).  Necromancers are the 
grim magic users in thrall to the dark lord.  They work foul magic in his service.  Orc archers are 
degenerate orc troops armed with creaking twisted bows and black arrows.  .  Orc warriors are 
twisted and bent, armed with crooked swords and patchwork armour.  Their battle strength lies 
mainly in their great numbers.  Catapults are large, rickety war engines used mainly in siege work 
but occasionally as field artillery.  Great orcs are those larger, more powerful and competent orcs 
able to march properly and fight well.  They are better armed and often form a small and elite core 
in the dark lord's army.  Olog-hai are trolls bred by Sauron to be stronger, fiercer, and most 
importantly immune to sunlight.  They are taller than a man and covered in spiky scales.  The Olog-
hai carry war hammers, large swords or spiked maces, and usually small shields or bucklers.  Many 
have claws and tusks and fight with these rather than forged weapons.  Orc dregs are the wretched 
massed of pressed orcs, goblins, and orc-men.  Poorly armed, barely trained and often unwilling 
levies, their main value comes from their huge numbers.  Orc heavy archers are those better 
sorts of orc, armed with decent bows and effective armour.  They deploy with front ranks of spear-
armed warriors and rear ranks of massed archery.  Subject men are drawn from those lands that 
have been conquered or have allied themselves to the dark lord.  They provide maddened troops to 
fight alongside the orc hordes.  Trolls are huge, powerful, and dreadful monsters that the dark lord 
draws from the deep caves of the world.  They are bitter, spiteful creatures and savage fighters.  
Uruk-hai are large orcs bred for war.  Unlike Saruman, Sauron bred them in smaller numbers, 
and armed then in a similar manner to his great orcs.  Wolf packs gather to the will of the dark 
lord and fight with his armies in savage, fast moving packs.  Some are leashed in and ridden to 
battle by smaller orcs as wolf riders. 
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ROHAN 
 
Rohan is a territory of rolling hills and open grasslands inhabited by various tribes united under the 
Great King at the city of Edoras.  At the time of the War of the Ring, this was King Théoden.  The 
people master the art of horsemanship almost before they can walk, and they value and worship 
their mounts more than any other wealth, and their horses (the famed Mearas breed) are some of 
the best in all Middle Earth.  At the start of the war, the traitor Grima Wormtongue had helped 
Saruman enslave the king with dark magic, and it wasn’t until Gandalf lifted the spell that the lands 
of Rohan began to oppose the dark power rising in the east.  Thereafter, Gandalf was present at 
several battles.  The armies of Rohan are levied militia in the most part.  Aside from the King’s 
Riders (his personal guards) there are no standing armies.  Most fight mounted and they are 
excellent well armed horsemen.  Where rough ground or battle losses made this difficult they could 
dismount to fight on foot.  After the Battle at Helm’s Deep Rohan had lost many horses and men 
and their armies were roughly half infantry. 
 
Units CP/MP MT MV SH RA ML PR MO Pts Notes 

Commander unit (1) 
King Théoden 1d6+2 2d6 2 - - 2d6 2d6 5 90 Formed 

General 

1d6+1 2d6 2 - - 2d6 2d6 5 80 Formed 

1d6 2d6 2 - - 2d6 2d6 5 70 Formed 

1d6-1 2d6 2 - - 2d6 2d6 5 60 Formed 

Magic user unit (0-1) 
Gandalf 1d6+2 2d6 2 - - 1d6 1d6 4 86 Magic 

Wizard 

1d6+1 2d6 2 - - 1d6 1d6 4 77 Formed, Magic 

1d6 2d6 2 - - 1d6 1d6 4 68 Formed, Magic 

1d6-1 2d6 2 - - 1d6 1d6 4 64 Formed, Magic 

Core units (200pts+) 
Riders - 2d6 2 - - 2d6 2d6 4 32 Formed 

Optional units (0-200pts) 
Infantry - 2d6 1 - - 2d6 2d6 4 24 - 

Foot archers - 2d6 1 1d6 3 1d6 2d6 3 27 - 

Foot levies - 2d6 1 - - 1d6 1d6 4 20 - 

Horse archers - 2d6 2 1d6 3 1d6 2d6 3 30 Formed 

Knights - 2d6 2 - - 2d6 2d6 5 45 Fierce, Formed 

Treemen - 2d6 1 1d6 1 4d6 4d6 4 83 
Fear, Powerful 
Forest walkers 

Woodsmen - 2d6 1 - - 2d6 1d6 3 23 Forest walkers 

Units CP/MP MT MV SH RA ML PR MO Pts Notes 
 
Options  

• King Théoden may have fear for +10pts, and either resolute for +5pts or swift for +5pts. 
• A general unit may have fierce for +5pts or swift for +5pts. 
• Gandalf may have fear for +10pts and swift for +5pts. 
• Any riders unit may have fierce for +5pts or swift for +5pts. 
• Any infantry unit may have shieldwall for +5pts. 
• Any foot levies unit may have resolute for +5pts and shieldwall for +5pts. 
• Any horse archers unit may have parting shot for +5pts and swift for +5pts. 
• Any knights unit may have impetuous for free and powerful for +5pts. 
• One riders, infantry, or knights unit may have hero for +10pts. 
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Magic spells 
Note: Gandalf has his own list of spells.  If you have included Gandalf, use his list instead of this 
one. 
A wizard unit may use the following spells during a battle. 

• MEARAS BITE (1MP, Shooting phase).  The wizard unit gains a shooting attack (SH 1d6, 
RA 2) for this shooting phase.  This shooting attack can be modified by spending further 
magic points as follows: +1MP give Shooting +1d6, +1MP gives Range +1, +1MP gives the 
powerful special ability. 

• GALLOPER’S GLORY (2MP, Movement phase).  Choose a friendly unit within 2BW of 
the wizard unit.  That unit gains Move +1 and the impetuous and skirmish special abilities 
this turn. 

• WIND RIDING (3MP, Movement phase).  Choose the wizard unit or a friendly unit 
within 3BW of the wizard unit, which has a Move of at least 2.  That unit gains either; 
forest walkers, hill walkers, or skirmish this turn. Also, it may make a motivated: basic 
move this turn, even if it begins, comes within, or ends within 1BW of an enemy unit. 

• STAMPEDE (4MP, Initiative phase).  Choose up to three friendly units within 2BW of the 
wizard unit.  The chosen units gain impetuous, powerful, and resolute this turn.  Any 
enemy unit in contact with one or more of these units counts as not having the resolute 
special ability this turn (if it has it). 

• FOR THE ANCESTORS (6MP, Protection and Morale phase).  Choose one friendly 
routed unit within 4BW of the wizard unit.  This unit immediately restores +1 Morale and 
ceases to be routed. 

• CLATTERING OF HOOVES (8MP, Melee phase).  All friendly units gain the powerful 
special ability, and fight in melee as if they had made a motivated: direct charge move this 
turn. 

 
Unit descriptions 
Generals are the kings, earls, and chieftains of the various tribes of the Horse Lords.  They are 
skilled battle leaders as well as expert horsemen.  They are well armed with spear and mail and ride 
exceptional horses.  Gandalf is the great Wizard that opposed the forces of the Dark Lord Sauron.  
He is a powerful force on the battlefield and a great magic user.  Wizards are petty spell casters 
and wise folk who inhabit the lands of the horse lords and act as advisers, healers, and custodians 
of oral history.  In battle they ride alongside their kinfolk and weave magic to confound their foes.  
Riders are the main troops of the horse lord armies.  They are armed with spear, mail, and round, 
brightly painted shields.  They fight in wedge formation, either charging fiercely or manoeuvring in 
controlled advances.  Infantry are dismounted riders who’ve lost their horses in battle, or chosen 
to fight on foot for some reason.  Foot archers are defensive troops used to hold key passes, river 
fords, to fight in rough ground like forests, or to defend fortifications.  Foot levies are hastily 
raised civilian militia used as desperate defending in times of crisis.  They are often little more than 
sword fodder.  Horse archers are lightly equipped, carrying little more than a bow.  They ride 
spare mounts and inferior horses.  Knights are those nobles and experienced war-riders who often 
act as a king’s personal guard or as an unruly shock force in the army.  Treemen are large living 
tree creatures that take care of the forests.  Occasionally they emerge to fight with the Horse Lords 
where their fearsome power is most welcome.  Woodsmen are those men of the Horse Lords 
realm who inhabit the border forests and woodlands.  In battle they lend useful skills at fighting in 
woodland terrain. 
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BATTLE SCENARIOS 
 
The following scenarios are some of the set battles taken from the Lord of the Rings books.  The 
army lists may not necessarily conform to the usual rules on army composition, and for some there 
are unique units special to that particular battle.  The abilities for these units are detailed where 
relevant.  Units are listed by quantity, point value, and whether they have any optional special 
abilities.  Many of the battles are between forces of unequal size, which reflects the nature of some 
of the battles.  In certain cases, this size disparity has been scaled back, purely to give you the 
chance of actually being able to field the army! 

Sauron's attack on Osgiliath (20th June 3018) 
This battle was the beginning of the War of the Ring.  Sauron’s forces attacked the Gondorian 
border city of Osgiliath in an attempt to probe Steward Denethor’s defences.  Sauron’s probe was 
repulsed at the bridge across the River Anduin, and after that he set his Ring Wraiths to search for 
the One Ring.  
 
The forces of Gondor (500pts) 

1x Boromir (with fierce) @ 105pts 
1x Foot knights (with resolute and shieldwall) @ 47 pts 
2x Spearmen @ 37pts each 
2x Swordsmen @ 28pts each 
2x Archers @ 38pts each 
1x City Guards @ 50pts 
1x Rangers (with Hero*) @ 59pts [led personally by Boromir’s brother, Faramir] 
1x Skirmishers @ 32pts 

The forces of Mordor (500pts) 
1x Ring Wraith @ 100pts 
4x Orc archers (with skirmish) @ 29pts each 
4x Orc warriors @ 21pts each 
1x Catapults @ 49pts 
1x Great orcs (with fierce) @ 37pts 
Haradrim:  2x Light cavalry @ 29pts each 
Easterlings:  2x Infantry @ 28pts each 

 
Battlefield 
The battlefield should be 18 x 12BW.  Neither player may select terrain.  Instead place terrain as 
follows.  Place a river across the table (touch both flank edges) with its closest edge 3BW from the 
Gondor deployment area.  At the mid point of this river place a large settlement (Osgiliath).  Place a 
single road running directly from the Gondor table edge, to the Mordor table edge.  This must pass 
through the centre of the large settlement; place a bridge where it crosses the river.  
 
Deployment 
Deploy your forces as normal, except that the Gondor player may deploy units up to the closest 
edge of the river, and must deploy the City guards unit and Faramir’s Rangers unit within Osgiliath. 
 
Victory 
Mordor wins if at the end of any turn it has any of its units (not routed), and across the river, within 
3BW of Osgiliath.  Gondor wins if it prevents this.  Otherwise the first army to break loses. 
 

First Battle of the Fords of Isen (25th February 3019) 
Saruman in his tower of Orthanc at the heart of Isengard intended to crush the men of Rohan and 
take the land for himself.  His dark magic and corrupted servant Grima Wormtongue had taken 
control of King Théoden.  However, Rohirrim nobles notably Éomer, Théodred, Grimbold and 
Elfhelm rebelled and mounted a stiff resistance to Saruman.  The Border between Rohan and 
Isengard was marked by the great River Isen, and the fords and crossings were well guarded by the 
Rohirrim.  Saruman send an initial force to attack the fords in an attempt to draw out and kill 
Théodred.  The battle was bloody and Saruman’s forces suffer great losses, but they managed to 
isolate and kill Théodred, breaking off the fight and fleeing back to Isengard as soon as this was 
done. 
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The forces of Rohan (496pts) 
1x General (Théodred) @ 60pts [CP 1d6-1] 
1x Riders (with Hero) @ 42pts [Grimbold and his personal guard] 
7x Riders @ 32pts each 
2x Horse archers (with swift) @ 35pts each 
2x Knights (with powerful) @ 50pts each 

The forces of Isengard (497pts) 
1x Mounted general @ 90pts [CP 1d6+1] 
4x Orc warriors @ 28pts each 
1x Uruk-hai (with fierce and powerful) @ 51pts 
2x Wild men @ 29pts each 
1x Great orcs @ 75pts 
1x Half orcs @ 34pts 
1x Orc archers @ 36pts 
1x Orc dregs @ 15pts 
1x Orc scouts @ 26pts 

 
Battlefield 
The battlefield should be 18 x 12BW.  Neither player may select terrain.  Instead place terrain as 
follows.  Place a river across the table (touch both flank edges) with each end in contact with the 
centre point on either flank edge.  Starting with the Rohan player, each player then places one 
additional river wherever they like (as for the normal rules for river placement.  Then, starting with 
the Rohan player, each player places a two ‘river fords’.  Each ford creates a 1BW wide area of open 
ground across a river.  Finally, starting with the Rohan player, each player places a small marsh 
terrain piece wherever they like. 
 
Deployment 
Deploy your forces as normal. 
 
Victory 
Saruman has sent his forces to test the defences at the Fords of Isen, and to try to kill the garrison 
commander, Théodred.  Isengard wins at the end of any turn if the General (Théodred) unit is 
routed or destroyed.  Otherwise the first army to break loses. 

Second Battle of the Fords of Isen (2nd March 3019) 
A month after the First Battle of the Fords of Isen, Saruman sent a much larger force to destroy the 
Rohirrim and capture Rohan.  Grimbold and Elfhelm met the vast hosts of Isengard at the border.  
It was a doomed battle from the start; the fords were breached and the Riders of Rohan scattered. 
 
The forces of Rohan (496pts) 

1x General (Grimbold) (with fierce) @ 75pts [CP 1d6] 
1x Riders (with Hero) @ 42pts [Elfhelm and his personal guard] 
6x Riders @ 32pts each 
3x Infantry (with shieldwall) @ 29pts each 
4x Foot levies (with shieldwall) @ 25pts each 

The forces of Isengard (997pts) 
1x Mounted general @ 90pts [CP 1d6+1] 
1x Saruman @ 82pts 
9x Orc warriors @ 28pts each 
2x Uruk-hai (with fierce and powerful) @ 51pts 
2x Wild men (with fierce) @ 34pts each 
2x Great orcs @ 75pts each 
2x Half orcs @ 34pts each 
2x Orc wolf riders @ 39pts each 
Dunlendings: 2x Long spear warriors @ 29pts each 
  2x Warriors @ 28pts each 
  2x Scouts on horses @ 34pts each 

 
Battlefield 
The battlefield should be 18 x 12BW.  Neither player may select terrain.  Instead place terrain as 
follows.  Place a river across the table (touch both flank edges) with each end in contact with the 
centre point on either flank edge.  Starting with the Rohan player, each player then places one 
additional river wherever they like (as for the normal rules for river placement.  Then, starting with 
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the Rohan player, each player places a two ‘river fords’.  Each ford creates a 1BW wide area of open 
ground across a river.  Finally, starting with the Rohan player, each player places a small marsh 
terrain piece wherever they like. 
 
Deployment 
Deploy your forces as normal. 
 
Victory 
Saruman has sent his forces to break the defences at the River Isen and gain control of the 
crossings.  Isengard wins if at the end of any turn up to turn 12 it has at least three of its units (not 
routed) in the Rohan’s deployment area.  Rohan wins if it prevents this.  Otherwise the first army to 
break loses. 
 

The Battle of Isengard (3rd March 3019) 
Enraged by Saruman’s destruction of large parts Fangorn Forest, the Ents march one last time on 
the Isengard and Saruman’s Tower at Orthanc.  The Ents break through and smash the dam that 
powered Isengard’s industries, flooding the land and destroying Saruman’s forces.  The battle 
ended with Ents in charge of Isengard and Saruman and his servant Grima Wormtongue in exile. 
 
The forces of the Ents (462pts) 

1x Treebeard (with Merry and Pippin) @ 130pts [see below for abilities] 
4x Treemen @ 83pts each 

The forces of Isengard (496pts) 
1x General @ 65pts [CP 1d6-1] 
1x Saruman @ 82pts 
3x Orc warriors @ 28pts each 
1x Uruk-hai (with shieldwall) @ 46pts 
3x Wild men @ 29pts each 
1x Half orcs @ 34pts 
5x Orc dregs (with defensive) @ 10pts each 
1x Pikemen @ 48pts 

 
Units CP/MP MT MV SH RA ML PR MO Pts Notes 
Treebeard 
(with Merry 
and Pippin) 

1d6 2d6 1 1d6 1 4d6 4d6 5 130 
Fear, Powerful 
Forest walkers 

 
Battlefield 
The battlefield should be 18 x 12BW.  Neither player may select terrain.  Instead the Isengard player 
places terrain as follows.  Place a single small settlement (Orthanc tower).  Then place four small 
crevice terrain pieces using the normal placement rules.  Finally, place a river connected to the 
centre point of one short table edge, and to the closest crevice terrain piece.  The table edge end is 
the “Orthanc Dam”. 
 
Special rule: Breaking the Dam  Any unit in the Ents force that is within 1BW of the Orthanc 
Dam, and not locked in melee or routed at the start of its Melee phase may attempt to “break the 
dam”.  This is conducted as a melee attack, and the Dam has Protection 4d6, Morale 6.  At the 
beginning of the Protection and morale phase, if the dam was reduced to zero Morale this turn, it 
breaks.  Immediately remove the river terrain piece.  All units in play, except any unit in the small 
settlement terrain (Orthanc Tower) immediately suffer 4 automatic hits.  All areas of the battlefield, 
except the small settlement (Orthanc tower), and crevice terrain pieces becomes marsh terrain. 
 
Deployment 
Isengard deploys its whole force first.  The Saruman unit must be deployed within the small 
settlement (Orthanc tower).  All other units may be deployed anywhere, but no closer than 4BW to 
any table edge.  The Ents then deploy anywhere within 1BW of any table edge but no closer than 
8BW to the “Orthanc Dam”.  Isengard’s units rout towards the closest table edge. 
 
Victory 
The Ents win immediately if the Saruman unit is routed or destroyed. Otherwise the first army to 
break loses. 
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The Battle of the Hornburg (The Battle of Helm’s Deep) (3rd to 4th March 
3019) 
The Battle of the Hornburg, also popularly referred to as the Battle of Helm's Deep, took place at 
the mountain fortress of the Hornburg in the valley of Helm's Deep in Rohan.  A large force from 
Isengard, dominated by Saruman’s “Fighting Uruk-hai” laid siege to the great fortress of Rohan.  
The battle took place overnight, and although Isengard breached the Hornburg defences, the timely 
intervention of Gandalf, and the rallied Rohirrim broke their attack.  The orcs were destroyed by 
vengeful Huorns as they fled through the nearby forest. 
 
The forces of Rohan (700pts) 

1x King Théoden (with resolute) @ 95pts 
1x Gandalf @86pts 
7x Riders @ 32pts each 
1x Infantry (with shieldwall and hero) @ 39pts [Aragorn, Legolas, and Gimli] 
1x Infantry (with shieldwall) @ 29pts 
2x Foot archers 27pts each 
3x Foot levies (with resolute and shieldwall) @ 30pts each 
1x Treemen @ 83pts  

The forces of Isengard (999pts) 
1x General @ 85pts [CP 1d6+1] 
1x Shaman @ 64pts [MP 1d6] 
1x Uruk-hai (with powerful and hero) @ 56pts 
9x Uruk-hai (with powerful) @ 46pts each 
3x Half orcs (with fierce) @ 39pts each 
2x Orc archers @ 36pts each 
1x Orc scouts @ 26pts 
1x Pikemen @ 48pts 
Dunlendings: 1x Long spear warriors @ 29pts 

3x Warriors @ 28pts each 
1x Scouts @ 29pts 

 
Battlefield 
The battlefield should be 24 x 18BW. 
Neither player may select terrain.  Instead the Rohan player places the terrain as follows.   

1. Place 2 large rocky outcrop/crags and 3 small rocky outcrop/crags in contact with each 
short side table edge.   

2. On your left flank, place a small hilltop settlement (Helm’s Deep) with its rear edge 4BW in 
from your table edge, and in contact with one of the flank rocky outcrop/crags. 

3. Place a large rocky outcrop/crags terrain piece in contact with your rear table edge, with its 
closest edge 5BW from the small hilltop settlement (Helm’s Deep) 

4. Place the 5BW-long “Deeping Wall” (see below) in a straight line connecting the hilltop 
settlement (Helm’s Deep) to this rear rocky outcrop/crags terrain piece.   

5. Place a river from the centre of your base table edge, to the centre of the Isengard base 
table edge, running through the Deeping Wall 4BW from the hilltop settlement (Helm’s 
Deep).   

6. Place 6 large woodland terrain pieces in contact with the Isengard rear table edge. 
7. Place a small hill centred on the centre point of the table. 

 
Special rule: The Deeping Wall 
The Deeping Wall is terrain with the following profile: 
 
Limiting 
Terrain Blocking? Combat 

The 
Deeping 
Wall 

Yes 

This is a large wall 5BW long and ½ BW wide.  It has an inside edge 
(facing the Rohan table edge), and an outside edge (facing the Isengard 
table edge).  Units in full front edge contact with the inside edge count 
as “uphill”, “behind defences” and gain the shieldwall special ability.  
Note: for the purposes of the Isengard Shaman’s “Burst the Walls” spell 
only, the Deeping Wall counts as a settlement. 
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Deployment 
Rohan deploys its whole force first, and may deploy its units up to 6BW in from its rear table edge.  
The King Théoden unit must deploy within the small hilltop settlement (Helm’s Deep).  Units may 
deploy in contact with the inner edge of the Deeping Wall.  The Gandalf unit, 3 Riders units, and 
Treeman unit do not deploy at the start of the game. 
The Gandalf unit, and 3 Riders units deploy on one flank (your choice) at the start of turn 4, 5, or 6 
(secretly record which turn at the start of the game). 
The Treeman unit deploys within any woodland terrain (your choice) at the start of turn 7, 8, or 9 
(secretly record which turn at the start of the game). 
Then, Isengard deploys its whole force first, and may deploy its units up to 6BW in from its rear 
table edge. 
 
Victory 
Isengard wins if the King Théoden unit is routed or destroyed. Otherwise the first army to break 
loses. 

Faramir's defence of Osgiliath (12th March 3019) 
As the War approached its final stages, Faramir, son of Denethor was sent to defend the battered 
city of Osgiliath from a huge Mordor army.  The Mordor forces were equipped with boats to make 
the crossing.  Despite a brave defence, Osgiliath was overrun, and Faramir, along with a few 
survivors managed to escape back to Minas Tirith.  Osgiliath fell, the Anduin was crossed, and 
Mordor advanced to the Pelennor Fields. 
 
The forces of Gondor (499pts) 

1x Faramir (foot) @ 90pts 
1x Foot knights (with resolute and shieldwall) @ 47pts 
3x Spearmen (with resolute) @ 42pts each 
2x Swordsmen @ 28pts each 
1x City guards @ 50pts 
2x Rangers @ 49pts each 
1x Skirmishers @ 32pts 

The forces of Mordor (981pts) 
1x Witch king of Angmar @ 100pts [taken from the Angmar list] 
6x Orc archers (with skirmish) @29pts each 
6x Orc warriors @ 21pts each 
6x Orc warriors (with water walkers) @ 26pts each [equipped with boats] 
2x Catapults @ 49pts each 
3x Great orcs (with fierce and water walkers) @ 42pts each [equipped with boats] 
1x Olog-hai @ 85pts 
Haradrim:  2x Archers @ 29pts each 

2x Light cavalry @ 29pts each 
 
Battlefield 
The battlefield should be 18 x 12BW.  Neither player may select terrain.  Instead place terrain as 
follows.  Place a river across the table (touch both flank edges) with its closest edge 3BW from the 
Gondor deployment area.  At the mid point of this river place a large settlement (Osgiliath).  Place a 
single road running directly from the Gondor table edge, to the Mordor table edge.  This must pass 
through the centre of the large settlement; place a bridge where it crosses the river.  
 
Deployment 
Deploy your forces as normal, except that the Gondor player may deploy units up to the closest 
edge of the river, and must deploy the City guards unit and the Faramir unit within Osgiliath. 
 
Victory 
Mordor is intent on destroying the defenders of Osgiliath, and wins if it breaks the Gondor force 
within 12 turns.  Gondor wins if its force is unbroken at the end of the 12th turn.   
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Battle of the Pelennor Fields (15th March 3019) 
The Battle of the Pelennor Fields was the greatest battle of the War of the Ring.  It took place in 
Gondor at the foot of the great city of Minas Tirith.  Mordor sent the bulk of its forces to break the 
Gondorians and try to end the war.  Minas Tirith’s fate seemed set, until the intervention of a force 
from Rohan that miraculously broke the Mordor forces in the field with a devastating flank attack. 
 
Gondor (689pts) 

1x General (Denethor) @ 31pts [see below for abilities] 
1x Gandalf @ 86pts 
1x Foot knights @ 37pts 
4x Spearmen @ 37pts each 
2x Swordsmen @ 28pts each 
1x Archers @ 38pts 
2x City guards @ 50pts each 
2x Stone throwers @ 46pts each 
1x The dead men of Dunharrow @ 91pts [see below for abilities] 

Rohan (389pts) 
1x King Théoden @ 90pts 
7x Riders @ 32pts each 
1x Horse archers @ 30pts 
1x Knights @ 45pts 

 
Units CP/MP MT MV SH RA ML PR MO Pts Notes 
General (Denethor) 1d6-1 1d6 1 - - 1d6 1d6 4 31 Defensive 

The dead men of 
Dunharrow - 2d6 2 - - 3d6 4d6 6 91 

Fear,  
Undead 

 
The forces of Mordor (2005pts) 

1x Ring Wraith (on flying beast) @113pts 
1x Necromancer @ 64pts [MP 1d6] 
7x Orc archers @ 24pts each 
20x Orc warriors @ 21pts each 
4x Catapults @ 49pts each 
3x Great orcs @ 32pts each 
4x Olog-hai @ 85pts each 
9x Orc dregs @ 20pts each 
3x Orc heavy archers @ 44pts each 
3x Trolls @ 80pts each 
1x Uruk-hai @ 37pts 
3x Wolf riders @ 28pts each 

The forces of the Haradrim (987pts) 
1x Chieftain (on Mûmakil) @ 145pts 
3x Archers @ 30pts each  
4x Cavalry @ 28pts each 
1x Light cavalry @ 29pts 
5x Mûmakil @ 95pts each 
4x Spearmen @ 28pts each 

 
Battlefield 
The battlefield should be 24 x 18BW. 
Neither player may select terrain.  Instead the Gondor player places the terrain as follows.   

1. Place 3 large rocky outcrop/crags in contact with Gondor’s rear table edge. 
2. Place a large hilltop settlement (Minas Tirith) in contact with the central large rocky 

outcrop/crags terrain. 
 
Deployment 
Gondor deploys its whole force first, and may deploy its units up to 6BW in from its rear table edge.  
The General (Denethor) unit and 2 Stone throwers units must deploy within the large hilltop 
settlement (Minas Tirith).  Then, Mordor and Far Harad deploys its whole force, and may deploy its 
units up to 6BW in from its rear table edge. The Rohan force deploys on one flank (your choice) at 
the start of turn 3, 4, or 5 (secretly record which turn at the start of the game). 
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Special rules: The Mordor commander (Ring Wraith (on flying beast)) determines the initiative 
for both the Mordor and Haradrim force, and they both act together.  The Mordor and Haradrim 
units count each other as “friendly units”.  The Mordor commander cannot use its CP for command 
inspiration actions on the Haradrim units, and vice versa.  Mordor spells do not affect Haradrim 
units.  The Gondor commander (General (Denethor)) determines the initiative for both the Gondor 
and when they arrive, the Rohan force, and they both act together.  The Gondor and Rohan units 
count each other as “friendly units”.  The Gondor commander cannot use its CP for command 
inspiration actions on the Rohan units, and vice versa.  Gandalf’s spells affect Gondor and Rohan 
units.   
 
Victory 
Mordor is intent on destroying the defenders of The White City, and wins if it breaks the Gondor 
force within 12 turns.  Gondor and Rohan both win if Gondor’s force is unbroken at the end of the 
12th turn. 
 

Battle of the Morannon (The Battle at the Black Gate) (25th March 3019) 
The Battle of the Morannon, also known as the Battle of the Black Gate, was the last major battle 
against Sauron in the War of the Ring.  It was fought at the Black Gate of Mordor after the 
destruction of the Mordor army at Pelennor Fields.  The battered survivors of that battle, led by the 
returned king of Gondor Aragorn took the battle to the borders of Mordor itself.  Though vastly 
outnumbered, they fought bravely and just as all hope seemed lost, Frodo brought the One Ring to 
the fires of Mount Doom, and the creature Gollum fell into the flames with the Ring.  Sauron’s 
power was broken and the war ended. 
 
The forces of Gondor and Rohan (700pts) 

1x General (Aragorn) @ 115pts [see below for abilities] 
1x Gandalf @ 86pts 
1x Foot knights (with hero) @ 47pts [Imrahil and his personal guards] 
3x Spearmen (with resolute and shieldwall) @ 47pts each 
5x Swordsmen @ 28pts each 
2x Archers @ 38pts each 
Rohan: 1x Infantry (with shieldwall and hero) @ 39pts [Éomer] 
  1x Infantry (with shieldwall) @ 29pts 
  1x Foot archers @ 27pts 

The forces of Mordor (1862pts) 
1x Ring Wraith (on flying beast) @113pts 
1x Necromancer (The Mouth of Sauron) @ 64pts [MP 1d6] 
6x Orc archers @ 24pts each 
20x Orc warriors @ 21pts each 
3x Great orcs @ 32pts each 
2x Olog-hai @ 85pts each 
3x Orc heavy archers @ 44pts each 
3x Trolls @ 80pts each 
2x Uruk-hai @ 37pts each 
Easterlings: 1x Archers @ 40pts 

4x Infantry @ 28pts each 
1x Skirmishing archers @ 32pts 
3x Noble cavalry (Variags) @ 32pts each 

Haradrim: 2x Archers @ 30pts each 
3x Cavalry @ 28pts each 
1x Light cavalry @ 29pts 

 
Battlefield 
The battlefield should be 24 x 18BW.  Neither player may select terrain.  Instead the Mordor player 
places 6 small marsh terrain pieces using the normal terrain placement rules. 
 
Deployment 
Gondor deploys its whole force first, and may deploy its units up to 6BW in from its rear table edge, 
but no closer then 3BW to either flank edge.  Then, Mordor deploys its whole force first, and may 
deploy its units up to 6BW in from its rear table edge.  It may deploy up to three units within 1BW 
of each flank table edge. 
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Victory 
This is the final battle and Gondor is simply trying to buy time for Frodo the Ringbearer to destroy 
the One Ring.  Mordor wins if it breaks the Gondor force within 12 turns.  Gondor and Rohan both 
win if Gondors’ force is unbroken at the end of the 12th turn. 
 

The Fall of Dol Guldur (28th March 3019) 
Dol Guldur was the second fortress of Sauron, the Great Enemy, and following his defeat at 
Morannon, the elves marched on the remaining orcs there and drove them out.  This battle was the 
final act of the War of the Ring. 
 
The forces of the Laiquendi Elves (500pts) 

1x General (mounted) (Celeborn) (with swift) @ 100pts 
3x Archers @ 45pts each 
1x Scouts @ 34pts 
1x Warriors @ 33pts 
2x Heavy archers @ 54pts each 
1x Were bears @ 90pts 

The forces of the goblins of Dol Guldur (500pts) 
1x Chief @65pts 
1x Shaman @ 60pts 
2x Archers @ 27pts each 
1x skirmishers @ 29pts 
5x Warriors @ 21pts each 
1x Wolf riders @ 28pts 
2x Tribal dregs @ 20pts each 
1x Trolls @ 80pts 
1x Wargs @ 39pts 

 
Battlefield 
The battlefield should be 18 x 12BW. 
Neither player may select terrain.  Instead place a small hilltop settlement (Dol Guldur) in contact 
with the centre of the goblins rear table edge.  The Goblin player then places 4 large woodland and 
3 small woodland terrain pieces anywhere on the table.   
 
Deployment 
Deployment takes place as per the normal rules for deployment. 
 
Victory 
The elves are intent on destroying and driving off the last of the Dol Guldur goblins.  The first army 
to break loses. 
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GANDALF’S SPELLS 
 
Several armies have access to the Wizard Gandalf.  If he is included, he uses the following spell list, 
instead of the one listed for the army. 
 
Gandalf may use the following spells during a battle. 

• FIREWORKS (1MP, Shooting phase).  Gandalf gains a shooting attack (SH 1d6, RA 2) for 
this shooting phase.  This shooting attack can be modified by spending further magic 
points as follows: +1MP give Shooting +1d6, +1MP gives Range +1, +1MP gives the 
powerful special ability. 

• OLÓRIN’S LIGHT (2MP, Protection and Morale phase).  Choose an enemy unit within 
2BW of Gandalf.  That must make a fall back move this turn, irrespective of any other 
conditions (including those that would prevent this).  You may choose to force this fall back 
move to be 1BW as normal, or 2BW.  If the unit has the flyers special ability, it must fall 
back 2BW. 

• OUT OF TIME AND MIND (3MP, Initiative phase).  Choose a friendly commander unit, 
and that commander gains +1CV this turn; or choose an enemy commander unit, and that 
commander suffers -1CV thus turn. 

• GWARHIR’S TREATY (4MP, Initiative phase).  Choose Gandalf, or any friendly unit 
within 1BW.  That unit gains +2d6MT, +2MV, and the defensive and flyers special ability 
this turn. 

• NARYA’S BLESSING (THE FLAME OF ARNOR) (6MP, Protection and Morale 
phase).  Gandalf gains +3d6PR, and the resolute and regenerate special abilities this turn. 

• CRACK THE EARTH (8MP, Initiative phase).  Immediately place a small crevice terrain 
piece in contact with the Gandalf unit.  This cannot be placed into contact with any existing 
terrain or friendly or enemy unit. 
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